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LNTRODUCTIOff

Since the original work by Lips and Van Luilen
I
several

authors have shown that great improvements in mechanical

properties can be obtained in some steels through the use of
2,3,4

ausforming The ausforming treatment consists of the

strain-hardening of metastable austenite followed by

quenching to room temperature. Usually, the deformation takes

place in the temperature bay, between the pearlite and the

bainite transformation C branches of the TTT diagram of

conveniently alloyed medium carbon steels. High strenght

steels can, through ausforming, have both hardness and

toughness increased when compared to conventional heat

treatment values as shown by Callim et al.
5

During ausforming no recrystallization takes place. The

increases in mechanical properties are attributed to a high

dislocation density inherited by the martensite and to a fine

strain induced carbide precipitation occurring in the

austenite. In the case of steel plates additional

strengthening may be developed taking advantage of the

transformation texture inheritance of the martensite from

the deformed austenite. Zarkades
6

and Hu7
used this to

develop steel armour plates with higher ballistic performance.
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These authors obtained martensitic steel plates with {III} +
{112} textures showing that these components increased with

the deformation of the parent austenite matrix. Hu and

Kallend
8
used crystallite orientation distribution analysis

on similar materials and arrived at better descriptions of

the textures.

With similar goals, the present work is an extension of
5

that developed by Callim et al. to include higher strains

The deformation was applied by rolling and the transformation

textures were quantified by the crystallite orientation
9

distribution function (CODF), using Roe’s method.

NATERIAL AND PRO(EDURES

The steel used was a 0.5C-ICr-3Ni-0.3Mo tool steel

supplied in the form of annealed 38mm diameter bar. From

this, 23mm hiegh-31mm diameter cylinders were machined and

inserted into 50mm x 80mm blocks of AISI 1020 steel. This

allowed a perfect handling and control of the thermomechanical

treatment.

The specimens were soaked at I123K (830C) and quickly

transferred to a salt bath at 893K (620C). There they stayed

till temperature homogenization was acheived being then

rolled to different reductions and quenched in oil. The

rolling procedure was interrupted at about every two passes

in order to reheat the specimens in the salt bath. Prely

tests showed that following this sequence the material would

not transform before about 30 minutes. Texture analysis was

performed via the crystallite orientation distribution
9

function (CODF) according to the method of Roe The series
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of spherical harmonics was evaluated up to the 20th order

and no zero-range correction was taken into account. The

parent austenite texture was calculated from the CODF of the

martensite according to the method described by Davies a
I0

al. using the Kurdjumov-Sachs orientation relationship

without variant selection.

The specimens were coded according to their

deformation using the letter S followed by

representing the percent rolling reduction.

total

numbers

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

All the ausformed samples showed a plain

microstructure.

martensitic

Table 1 summarizes the data for the ausformed specimens.

It can be seen that the heighest peaks in all textures occur

near {32} <I3 > and {12} <I0> and that their height

increase with the austenite rolling reduction. A minor

component, {00 <I0> exists in all the textures, its

heighest value accurring for specimen S88. The texture

severity parameter, TSP, calculated according to KallendII,
also increases with the austenite rolling reduction. The TSP

measures the general departure of the texture from uniformity

in wich condition it is zero.

12
Callim studying ausforming textures in a 300-M steel

found similar results. Figure I shows the maximum function

height as a function of austenite reduction for both the

results of Callim and those of the present work. A steady

increase can be observed.
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Figure 2 shows the = 45 sections of the CODFs for

specimens S65 to S85. The textures can be described by the

two fiber components {III} <uvw> and {hk <II0> in a fashion

practically identical to that observed in the cold rolling

of mild steel. This can be confirmed by comparing the texture

of specimen $88 to that of an 80% cold rolled A - Killed

113stee in figure 3. In this figure it can be seen that the

texture of the mild steel is slightly more spread along the

{hk%} <II0> fiber and that its {00 <II0> component is

higher. In fact, it is rather interesting to observe the

identical sharpnesses of the textures for nearly the same

rolling reduction, despite the thouroughly different

mechanisms operating in their formation.

During ausforming the dislocation density of the

austenite increases, constinously increasing the number of

sites for carbide precipitation. This precipitation occurs

during both the deformation and the reheating periodsbeteen

passes. A strong precipitate-dislocation interaction occurs

during each rolling pass. Normally this would lead to
14

randomization of the austenite texture and, consequently

of the martensite texture. In this work, however, this was

not observed. Here, the strong martensite texture implies

the preexistance of a sharp austenite texture. Therandomizing

effect of the carbide particles is thought to have been

relaxed by particle coalescence and non conservative

dislocation motion both enhanced by temperature which

together with variant selection, lead to the formation of a

strong martensite texture.

In figure 3 the austenite texture was predicted from

that of the martensite for specimen S88. The texture can
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undoubtly be recognized as one the copper type. Its lack of

high intensities and sharpness stems from the non ccrderat3n

of variant selection in the transformation program.

Ausforming can, therefore, be a way of developing strong

transformation textures in high strength plate steels for

special purposes. The anisotropy of elastic properties can
5

be associated with increases in hardness and toughness

resulting from a proper combination of percent reduction and

deformation temperature to develop a better material.
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TABLE I. Main components of the ausforming textures.

Specimen

S68

S70

S81

S85

S88

component

{32} < I[3>
{23}< I[0>

{ 332 }< 113>
{112}< ii0>

{ ’32 } < 1i3>
{TI2}< 1"[0>

{’32 }< 1’3 >
{’12 }< 1YO >

{ ’32 } < 1’3 >
{[12}< I[0>

CODF height

6,0
8,0

TSP
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Fi.ure @- 459 sections
cold rolled killed

for (a) ,q88 and (b) 80Z
steel
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Figure 4 K-F transformation texture predicted
from texture of specimen $88


